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Abstract 
 
For any given diagram group we have a graph. The aim of this research is to 
determine the graphs 

npΓ for all Nn∈ , which are obtained from diagram group for 
union of two semigroup presentation. The graphs are systematically chose using 
lifting method with considering the length of words. 
The general polynomial of component in these graphs with three different initial 
generators by adding a relation will be computed.   
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1 Introduction   
 
In our previous research we obtained the lift of  spanning tree in graphs of diagram 
group over semigroup presentation zxzyyxzyxP ==== ,,,, , also we obtain the  
general polynomial of component in graphs for that semigroup presentation with 
three initial generators (refer to [4], and [5]). In this research we want to determine 
the semigroup presentation of union of two semigroup presentation of natural 
numbers by adding a relation. 

 
Let zxzyyxzyxP ==== ,,,,1 , cbcabacbaP ==== ,,,,2 and

 
axcbcabazxzyyxcbazyxP ======== ,,,,,,,,,,,  be semigroup 

presentations. Now we consider the semigroup presentation P  obtained from union 
of initial generators and relations of 1P  and 2P by adding a relation ax = (for more 
detail see [2[, and [3]). 
Guba and Sapir in [2], have shown ),(),,( 21 aPDxPD  those are infinite cyclic. Now 
by considering the lemma 8.3, in [2], ),( xPD  is isomorphic to free product of 

),( 1 xPD  and ),( 2 aPD .Thus .),( ZZxPD ∗≅  
In section 2, we will determine the graphs )( Nn

np ∈Γ obtained from semigroup 

presentation axcbcabazxzyyxcbazyxP ======== ,,,,,,,,,,, .  
In section3, we will compute the general polynomial of vertices, edges, and degree 
of every vertex. 
 
 
2. Determining the graphs )( Nn

np ∈Γ  
 
Let axcbcabazxzyyxcbazyxP ======== ,,,,,,,,,,,

 
be a semigroup 

presentation. Associated with semigroup presentation RXP =  we have a graph Γ 
where the vertices are word on set of alphabet X  and the edges are the form 

),,( 21 URRUe εε −→= such that 2121 )(,)( URUeURUe εε τι −== . The graph 
obtained from P  is collections of subgraphs nΓ . Note that the graph )( 1PΓ obtained 
from Semigroup presentation 1P  is just a collection of subgraphs 

np1
Γ where 

np1
Γ contains all vertices of length n and respective edges. Similar we obtain 

np2
Γ from semigroup presentation 2P  for the graph )( 2PΓ . Now for semigroup 

presentation P , the graph =Γ
np )},,{(

21
vaxu

nn pp →∪Γ∪Γ  such  
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length 1)( −= nuv . If nU is a vertex in 

npΓ then },,,,,{, cbazyxggU n ∈  is a vertex in 

1+
Γ

np . Similarly if ),,( vRRu εε −→ is a edge in 
npΓ , then 

),,( vgRRu εε −→ is the respective edges in 
1+

Γ
np . Thus 

1+
Γ

np  is just six copy of 

npΓ  together with six vertices and edges },,,,,{),,,( cbazyxgvgaxu ∈→ (Figure 1).   

 
Figure )1( : Graph of 

1pΓ  

    And 
2pΓ is just six copies of 

1pΓ  (Figure 2).   
      

 
Figure )2( :  Graph of  

2pΓ  
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Similarly we may obtain the graph for )( Nn

np ∈Γ .                                                               

Note that 
2pΓ is six copies of 

1pΓ  and each vertex in each copy are joined together, 

respectively by considering the relation 1 1x a= . Similarly, with six copies of 
2pΓ , 

we may obtain 
3pΓ . Repeating similar procedures we can obtain 

4pΓ and so on. 

 
 
3. General polynomials of component in graphs of )( Nn

np ∈Γ , and 
theorems 
 
 
 

3.1 Lemma:  Let axcbcabazxzyyxcbazyxP ======== ,,,,,,,,,,,  be 
the presentation. If u  and v  are two positive words on },,,,,{ cbazyx , then 

)),((1 uSKπ = )),((1 vSKπ  if and only if length )(u = length )(v . 
Proof: The proof of this theorem similarly to lemma 2.3 in [4] and lemma 2 in [1]. 
 

3.2 Lemma: Let the presentations zxzyyxzyxP ==== ,,,,1  and 

cbcabacbaP ==== ,,,,2 . The general polynomial of the number of vertices in 

graphs of 1P  and 2P  is n
nv 3= , where iv  is the number of vertices in 

ipΓ ),3,2,1( K=i .  
 
Proof: The proof of this lemma is similar to theorem 3.2, in [5]. 
3.3 Theorem: Let axcbcabazxzyyxcbazyxP ======== ,,,,,,,,,,, be a 

semigroup presentation. The general polynomial of the number of vertices in 
npΓ is 

n
nv 6= , where iv  is the number of vertices in 

ipΓ ),3,2,1( K=i .  

Proof: By induction, for 1=k the number of all vertices in 
1pΓ  is 6, thus for  1=k  

is true (Figure 1). Now assume k
kv 6=  be the number of all vertices in 

kpΓ . We will 

prove that the number of all vertices in 
1+

Γ
kp is 1

1 6 +
+ = k

kv . By definition 
1+

Γ
kp  is six 

copies of 
kpΓ and assumption, then the vertices of 

1+
Γ

kp is  1
1 66.6 +
+ == kk

kv .  
 

3.4 Theorem: The general polynomial of degree of every vertex in
npΓ of the 

presentations 1P  and 2P  are  
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Where )(wxσ  is the number of x  appear in w  and length nw =)( . 
Proof. By induction on n . 
3.5 Theorem: The general polynomial of all edges in 

npΓ is 1
1 666 −
− ++= nn

nn ee , 

where ie is the number of all edges in 
ipΓ ),3,2,1( K=i . 

Proof: By definition 
npΓ  is five copies of

1−
Γ

np . Thus if there is 1−ne  edges in
1−

Γ
np  , 

then the number of edges in 
npΓ is 16 −ne  plus all edges between the vertices in

npΓ , 

which is 166 −+ nn . Thus the number of all edges in 
npΓ  is 1

1 666 −
− ++= nn

nn ee . 
 
3.6 Corollary: The general polynomial of the number of all edges in 

npΓ  is 
166 −+= nn

n ne , where ie  is the number of all edges in 
ipΓ ).,3,2,1( K=i   

Proof: By induction, the number of all edges in 
1pΓ  is 7 then 71 =e . Now 

let 166 −+= kk
k ke  be the number of all edges in

kpΓ , We will prove that the number 

of all edges in 
1+

Γ
kp , is kk

k ke 66)1( 1
1 ++= +
+ . By applying the theorem 5.3 , 

kkkkkkkk
kk kkee 66)1(66)66(6666 1111

1 ++=+++=++= ++−+
+  . 
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